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Balancing



Today’s Topics:

• Cycles of Transformation

• Quiz
• 2020 Influences

• Your Cycles of Time Mastery
• Visualization
• Skill Development

• Manifesting



Cycles of 
Transformation

Death/Rebirth Dreaming/Planning

Doing the WorkLiving the Dream



Time Mastery Quiz
What is Your Change Cycle This Season?



We are in the midst 
of a global time of 
death and rebirth.

• Yet . . . Personally, we may be in 
a different cycle of life

• It’s time for rebalancing.



What’s Your Primary 
Quadrant of Personal 
Transformation in Fall 
2020?

Death/Rebirth Dreaming/Planning

Doing the WorkLiving the Dream



Death/Rebirth

Transformation Quadrant 1:

Energetically – Pausing and Enduring

Developing Resiliency Skills and Coping with Grief

Mystery of life and rebirth

Leaving this quadrant: rising optimism and hope

People who live in this quadrant: Soulkeepers



Dreaming/Planning

Transformation Quadrant 2:

Energetically – Opening and Enlivening

Learning to Plan and Develop Incrementally

Mystery of new ideas, plans and persona, new 
intentions

Leaving this quadrant: rising desire to take action

People who live in this Quadrant: Visionaries



Doing the 
Work

Transformation Quadrant 3:

Energetically - Active

Being able to shift ideas into reality 

Mystery of having the energy and abilities to 
create significant change 

Leaving this quadrant: rising need to flow and 
enjoy

People who live in this Quadrant: Builders



Living the 
Dream

Transformation Quadrant 4:

Energetically – Riding the Waves of Change

Ability to Prosper without significant effort

Mystery of ease and deep satisfaction

Leaving this quadrant: changing conditions, 
sometimes sudden catalysts

People who live in this Quadrant: TimeMasters



Visualization



Cycles of Skill 
Deepening

What Skill(s) will you Deepen This Season?



Developing Your 
Talents Every 
Season

Linking to purpose and meaning



Death/Rebirth

Skills and Gift Development 1:

It’s a time to learn how to surrender.

You are developing Resiliency Skills

You may be at the beginning of realizing you need 
to learn a new skill

Give yourself time to do the smallest amount of 
work or effort

Be extra kind to yourself in this chapter of your life



Dreaming/Planning

Skills and Gift Development 2:

It’s a time to open up to a different future.

You are developing planning skills.

You may want to move into action, but you’re not 
ready yet

Give yourself time to spiral through ideas and see 
what needs developing in your skill sets

Open to new ideas and ways of being skillful.



Doing the 
Work

Skills and Gift Development 3:

It’s time to transform ideas into reality

You are developing your gifts and skills, possibly to a 
professional level.

You are taking action and it’s sometimes 
challenging.

Give yourself time to take small pauses during your 
day, and don’t forget to take care of your body.

Remember to balance skill development with 
relationships.



Living the 
Dream

Transformation Quadrant 4:

It’s time to share what you know.

Your skills and talents are well developed

You don’t need to work as hard to achieve the same 
results as a beginner

Begin to notice if you are ready for a change, or want 
to develop new skills, connections or relationships.

Remember to appreciate the good times and the gifts 
that we have been given.



Manifesting
Intersection of Cycles, Skills and Inclinations



Types of Manifesting:

• Visioning

• Crafting/Creating
• Beautifying

• Serving
• Mastering



What Did You Learn 
Tonight?



Next Steps
Acknowledge your transformation cycle(s)

Decide what goals, talents and skills to develop this next season

Every Day Practice Living the Dream through Mindfulness 
Meditations and Visualizations

Join or create a community of support 



Ready for 
More 

Mastery?
Fall Seasonal Class:

Starting October 1, 2020
Ending December 15, 2020

Uncover Your Signature Manifesting Styles


